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SELF–IGNITION AND COMBUSTION OF GASES*

By A. S. Sokolik

The extraordinary diversity” of the combustion phenome–
na and their significance for the most important fields of
engineering application have given rise to a large number
of investigations both experimental and theoretical the
object of which is to give a chemicophysical description
of the various types of combustion. The most urgent as
well as the most complicated problem is that of finding the
relation between the various combustion processes (for ex-
ample, self-ignition, flame propagation, detonation) and
the kinetics of the chemical processes involved (complex
chains of oxidizing reactions) that lie at the basis of
every phenomenon of combustion and inflammation. Only the
first steps have been taken in this direction, limited for
the most part to a mere statement of the problem to be in-
vestigated and an indication of the methods of investiga-
tion to be followed, but we are still far from any theoreti-
cal generalizations which wouid enable us, at least for
the simplest cases, to determilie by computation the temper-
ature, limiting pressure, or self-ignition lag, velocity
of flame propagation, detonation limits, etc., for any
given physiochemical conditions.

The setting up of a general theory of combustion is
rendered difficult by the complexity of the phenomenon,
associated with the simultaneous effects of purely physico—
chemical factors (heat generation and hydrodynamics), and
the mechanism of the preignition processes and kinetics of
the reaction.

Notwithstanding the progress made in the development
of these fields of physical chemistry especially in the
working out of a general theory of chain reactions, we are
still constrained to make use of more or less hypothetical

!.= schemes even when considering the very simplest chemical
systems, such as Ha + 0= or CH,4 + 02. As an example, let

us consider one of the schemes giving the successive ele—
mentary reactions in the combustion of methane, as proposed
by Semenoff (reference 1) and Norrish (reference 2).——.—— _——___ —_———— ——— ———___
*~l”Ogr. Phys. Sci. (uSSR) 23, no. 3, 1940, pp. 209–250.
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According to this pcheme the chain reaction is %egun J
%Y the reaction of a ~olec~le of CH4 with atomic oxygen

(which thus presupposes a preliminary diss O~iation of the
oxygen molecule into atoms):

CH4 + ;02+ CH2+H20.

The chain is then extended through the radicals CH2 and
atonic oxygen O:

CH2 + 02 —> ECHO -1-o;

O + CHA —> H20 + CH2

Besides this fundamental chain there is possible the for-
mation of new chains (that is, branch~ilg chains), for ei:—

anFle, as a result of the oxidation of fornalclehyde:

i-IcHo+ L2 —> Hao +- CO + O;

o -t CH4 a CEP + H20.

We Jmay note tb.e fact that this scheme figure, together witlm
others , oaQ- as one of the many possible reaction mechanisms
ancl, wb-at is more important that the separate stages of this
scheme brave not “oeen cor.firmed ‘iy any i?Lirectexperiment ,
but have received only a number of incidental indirect ex—
perimental proofs, as, for example, the establishment of
the existence of the free radical Cz ~ (reference 3).

Thus our present--day conceptions as to the concrete
mechanisn of the ignition reactions are in 110 case based on
indisputable experimental data and a~pear only as p~oba%le
hypothetical schemes.

The frost ixportafit problems of investigation are there
fore the chenical nature of the combustion reactions and
the explanation of those laws which connect comlmstion with
the general kinetic character of combustible mixtures.

In our present article we exclude from consideration
investigations of a purely chenical nature ilotwith=te.nding
ti~eir uridoubted inFortance %otk for the theory of combus-
tion and for certain technical yrohlems (especially for
problens of detonation in the internal combustion engine).
Our paper is therefore devoted essentially to those investi–
gations of recent years in which new combustion p’heilomena
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or new methoas of studying them experimentally are brought
out or to investigations th”at throw new light on al.reacly
kn.o1l~ll~>hen~mena.

SZLF– IGNIT ION 01’GASEOUS lIIXTURES

The gradual increase in.the temperature of a comb-isti-
ble mixture at constant pressure or increase in the pressure
at COnStailt temperature leacls to an acceleration in the
velocity of reaction until the rate of heat liberation
starts to exceecl the rate of heat conduction to the walls
of the vessel. As a reslllt, there is 3,progressive self–
heating of tile combustible mixture tliat leads to a.still
grea,ter spontaneous inci’ease in the velocity IO: the re—
action a:ld i?ractically instantaneous clevelopmect of heat
of reaction witlliila certairl volume of the gas; that is,
to its iaflamzlat ioil.

The above CoilCe~JtiOll of the limitiilg C7n?.it iOils of
self—ignition was expressed. by l-anlt Hoff (i”eference 4) in
tb.e following ~’ort!s: llT~e temper:~ture of self—ignition is-.
that temperature at which the iilitial 10Ss of heat causecl
by heat concluction, z.rd so forth, is equal to the heat
Tjhicb.It that iilstar.t is produced by the chemical change. ‘1
In accorila, ncewith this coi~ceptio~l, the explosion itself
should be i~rocecled by a periorl of relatively S1OU increase
in the velocity of the chemical react ior- tori-esponcling to
the slou rise i:: the temperature, at times hardly iloticeal)le.
This interval (called the incluctioil period or the self—
igilition lag) can be visua,lly observed, for example, on the
admissioi: of a combustible mixture into a,bom’o provided at
one eild with a winclcw. Ui?clercertain conclitions, as for
the r!ixtuge of methaile or ethane with .airattemperatures of
about 500 C, e;rplosion can occur only after an interval of
several .uinutes after ailmission of the mixture iiltO the
heated bomb. This means that for self -i~:lition to occur it
is not .sufticient merely that the mixturo be heatecl up to
a certain temperature beyond the limiting ter:pci”ature but a
definite tirle inter l”al ‘is necessarj- for the /Leve].opme~-t of

~ the preinflazlnation react ioil corresponding to the induction
period. I’or r,any practical cases the possibility of ex—
‘plosion itself is conditioned by the tine factor.

Let us consider the question of the application of
electric safety laJ2p S in an “atmosphere containing combusti-
ble gases, for exa~-pie, iil coal uines where the ~~reseilceof
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methane is possible, or In naphtha tankers where the atmos—
phere may contain the vapors of various hydrocarbons en-
tering into the composition of naphtha and its products
(pent ane, etc.). In the case of accidental breaking of
the glass bulb of the lamp in such an atmosphere an ex—
plosion is possible from contact of the gas with the glow-
ing filament heated to a temperature of about 3000° C;
that is, much higher than the minimum self-ignition temper-
ature of allj~ combustible mixture (for methane it is less
than 500°–4500 C). To prevent explosion, such lamps are
provided with special automatic cutouts that disconnect
the circuit at the instant the protective covering sur–
rounding the electric lamy and filled with inert gas under
pressure is broken. Immediately after disconnection of
the circuit the hot filsment and the combustible mixture
coming in contact with it partly diluted with the inert gas
start to cool, the rate of cooling depending on the filament
temi)erature. As measurements have shown, however, this
temperature of the filanent at the instant of contact with
the combustible nixture is considerably higher than the
minimum self-ignition temperature. Eence the possibility
of preventing explosior. will depend primarily on the length
of the induction period corresponding to the given temper—
ature conclitions. In the case of methane or pentane, which,
as experimeilt has shown., self—ignite with a relatively long
delay period (of several seconds), it is possi%le to design
an efficient safety lamp. These lami~s are found, however$
to be quite unsafe in an atmosphere containing hydroger.
(in potassiun nines, for example) in correspondence with
the fact that for this gas the self–ignition lag is exceed–
ingly short (of the order of 0.01 sec ) although the nini—
mum self —ignit ioil temperature differs little from that of
pentane (also about 500° C).

The existence of the self—ignition lag shows up in the
fact that self—ignition under no eA~er imental conditions
occurs simultaneously throughout a sufficiently larse volume
of gas heated to the self—ignition tem~erature. If, for
example, the combustible mixture is heated to the self–
ignition tcxnperature by adiabatic con.pression, tilen, as
olserved by Dickson (reference 5) who photographed the
process of the-flame developmeilt on a film moving in a di-
rection perpendicular to the axis of the homi)), self-
igilition occurs always at so~e point. ThiS fact is a re-
sult of tize unavoidable ilo~-uniformity. of the temperature
distribution and especially of the active centers, so that
at any relatively Smail part of the VO~Ume with ma~iJau~l
temperature and concentration of’ active molecules the
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conditions exist for an earlier completion of the induc—
tion Qeriod. * The local occurrence of. inflammation, as
shown by the flame photographs of figure 1, is propagated
over the rest of the volume of the gas almost in the same
manner as the ignition of a cold gas by an electric spark.#

I?UNDAMENTAL LAWS OF SELI?-IGNITIOIT

As follows from the definition of self–ignition, the
latter is cle%erminecl by the condition where the increase
in the temperature at constant pressure gives a rate of in-
crease in the velocity of the reaction and liberation of heat

!- 33’-—
(according to the law of Arrhenius: w - Qa = Ae RT/’,

considerably greater than the loss in heat from heat trans-
fer, which may be taken as proportional to the difference
in temperature between the gas ancl the surrounding medium
(Qb =k(T_ To)). In exactly the same manner the reaction

velocity ancl heat liberation increase with rise in pressure
at constant temperature when the heat lost by transfer in
general cloes not change with the pressure and the reaction
velocity is proportional to a certain power of the

7
r essure

(for example, w - apa for a bimolecular reaction . From “
this it evidently follows that it is incorrect to consicler
the self-ignition temperature as a physical constant for a
given mixture but that its value may within wide limits
vary with the conditions uncler which the heat is liberated
(cliameter of the vessel, character of heat transfer to the
walls of Ii’hevessel, etc. ).

Oa the basis of the above considerations Semenoff was
the first to give a mathematical formulation for the limit–
ing condition of self—ignition, namely, as the condition
of equality of heat loss and heat gain from the reaction.
Graphically this corresi~onds to the condition of tangency .
of one of the curves (2 in fig. 2) showing the variation ‘
with temperature of the amount of heat liberated per second

t> { E ?-—

i
RTj

at various pressures according to the law Qa = Ae

and the straight line of heat lost by heat transfer as a
function of the gas temi~erature for constant temperature of
the %omb To (corresponding t~ the law Qb=lc(T– To)). Tlaepressure
.———— --- — ——
*On the manner of formation of these temperature fluctuations
in the gas, seo Semen off (1OC. cit. 114) and 3Torrish (refer—
ence 6’).

I
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to which curve 2 tangent to the straight line corresponds
is the critical mininum yressure at which self—ignition is
possi31e for tk.e given temperature of the bonl. The con-
dition of tangency gives the following relation between the
critical pressure anti the self—ignition ten.ioerature:

——/ .-i “ n z,.,.[$, e -% = const

*=El~eor lg &$+3Lo vh er e and B is a constaznt
na

clepending on the composition of the mixt-dre and oc the
phySical conditions of the eX~JlOs ion (iilparticular, on the
coilditions of heat liberati o-n, for e::ample$ the dianeter ~f
the vessel).

The fornula of Senenoff not oniy ~i~~es the relation
betveen the values of the critical mres sure and. tenveralxme
of self-ignition but their dei?endence oil the kinetic pi”o~~
erties of the nixture as cleternir.eil by the enereies of a,c—
tivat ion (constant A) and the physical condit ions of the
explosion (constant 3) and thus the nethod is indicated d
coumuting the self —igi:ition lizlits.

Oil the basis of the work of Senenoff a ~lore ri~orous
theory of thernal e:IplOSi Oilwas then developed in the
yai~er.5 of Todes (reference 7) and 3’rank—Kanenet sky (refer—
ence 8) which showed the possibility of computing the self—
ignition temper atui”e ancl pressure under definite conditions
of heat liberation for very simple types of reaction (for
example, the explosive clecomposition of NPO (reference 9)),.

~lle fol.iaula of Semeltoff ha.s been fr equ.ent l.y co~-firi.letL
experimeizt ally, at first by Zag-J.lin(reference lG) and later
by a nuaber of’ Othei” investigators under conditions of ex--
plos ion at low pressures (of the order of several ccntimcte>.s
hgj. Under these conditions there was always obsei-ved a
lowering of the critical self—ignition temperature in exact
corl-esponclence with the formula.

.% further extension of tb-e field of expei”ir.lentto sel?—
ignition at higher pressures (especially important for ily-
~.rocaz-bo-~—airxi~tui-es and applicable to problems of the
il~ternal combustion engine) lhas brought out tb_e linit
ap~plicatiility

of

of Senenoff Js formulas This is clearly s~.own
——————.——.——._—.—— ————— —————
*See the correspond- i:o,g remarks in the ioapel”S 01-lTaylor and
Wheeler (fefei”ence 11) and. our own (reference 16).
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by the appearance of the limiting curve of the self–
ignition region in figure 3, typical for the majority of
hydrocarbons.’ Only a-small portion, corresponding to low
pressures ancl high temperatures (Ail in fig. 3), gives
such a lowering in the critical pressure with rise in
se].f-ignition temperature as required by Semenoffl s formu-
la. For the remaining larger portion of the limiting
curve experiment gives another relation between these e::—
plOSiOil parameters, for example, an increase in Pexpl
with increase in T on the portion BC corresponding to
the upper limit of self–ignition (where the self-ignition
vanishes with increasing pressure at constaat temperature)
or almost a complete constancy of the critical pressure
with change in temperature within wide limits — from 400°
to 450° to 300° C on the portion DE, c’orrespond.ing to the
transition from the upl~er temperature zone to the lower
temperature e zone of self—ignition; * o1“vice-versa an al—
most complete constancy of se].f-ignition temperature with
change in pressure within wicle linits (from 2 to 30 to 40
atm) oil the portion El’ correspoliding to the miiliu.um self—
ignition temperature temperature.

Without considering in detail the cause which gives
rise to the clifferent variation of the two explosion pa—
raneters , ilamely, the temperature and pressure of self–
ignition, we may Gbserve mei”ely that thiS in no way con-
flicts with. the correctness of the considerations upon
which the formula of Senenoff is based but is associa,tecl
either with the special effect of the pressure on the
cleveloprnent of chain reactions (for example, with the in–
creased breaking of tile reaction chains anti the increased
difficulty of self-ignition due to the iilcreased number
of triple impacts with pressure rise) or with the fact
that the yreinflzmmation reactions in the low-temperature
zone consist of sev-eral opposing processes reactiilg differ-
ently on the variations of the temperature and pressure.
Independently, however, of these reasons the conclusion
is inclisputatile, ~anely, that the self—ignition tempera-
ture not only is not a physioochenical constant for a
given combustible mixture (since it depends very largely
on a ilumher of physical conditions cleter~ining the charac—
ter of the heat liberation of tlie reacting gas), but the

a very conceyt of self-ignition temperature has no physical
sig~ificance if tlie corresponding preSsui-e is not simul-
taneously indicated.——-.————— _______ .—— ———
*According to the tests of Townend (reference 12) on this
portion of the curve there is even a sharp drop in Pexpl
with clecrease in temperature a fact associated with cir—
cumstznces of his experimental procedure (reference 13).

—
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In exactly the same manner the self- ~gnitioni%mpefi
ature and i~ressure are closely bound up with the time
factor, namely, the corresponding induction period. Y]ze

quantitative relatiou between the induction period an~
the self-ignition temperature was first given hy Tizard
and Pye (reference 14) in their fundamental self—ignition
investigations at adiaha,tic compression. Subsequently a
more general foraula was derived by Semenoff giving the
relation betweeli all three explosion parameters- pressme
(p), temperature (T), and induction period (7). The
formula followed from the general law of the development

of the reaction velocity with time: w = ae~t and the
general condition for self-ignition VT = const, wh er e

–&
Tlie general formula ?pne = Const was first ex-

perimentally established by L7eimailaild Yegorov (reference
i5) for the self-ignition of netkLane at low pressures.
As follows from the formula, the induction :>eridd should
decrease with increasing pressure and i-ise in temperature.
~~e effect of the latter is especially large for a suffi-
ciently large value of the temperature coefficient v.
Thus for %’= 20,000 (and in certain cases its val-ue is
still higher) an increase in the temperature of lCO :~.t
3’00° c alnost halves the ignition la{;.

The same relation between the ignition lag and the
temperature may be considered also from a different ~>oint
of view, namely, self—ignition should occur at a lower
temperature (but not below the ninimal) the greater the
time allowed for the development of the preinflammation
reaction.

The extension of the field of experiment to hi~her
pressures also showed, however, the limited applicability
of this formula in its general form, for exanple, the
constancy of the lag for hydrocarbon—air mixtures in the
temperature range 400° to 600° C, and conversely, the
constancy of the lag with pressure in tb.e lov-temperature
range 400° to 280° C (reference 16). Investigation at
hi#~ self—ignition pressures of hydrogen-air nixtures
showed that for these the induction period does not clepend
on the temperature and sharply decreases with rise in
pressure over the entire temperature interval: 5000 to
700° c. !l?husthe self-ignition of hydrogen-air mixtures
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at p > 1 to 1.5 atm is described by the formula: ~p3 =

const independent of the temperature at’ wbi.ch the self—
ignition occurs (reference 16). In the original- papers
are given examples of the use of these experimental re-
sults for the practical treatment of important explosion
phenom eila.

On the. basis of the fact that the self–ignition tem–
perature is not a chemicophysical constailt there has been
observed a tendency among a number of recent investigators
to exclude, in general, all explosion parameters (T, p, T)
taken from physical chemistry and substitute for them basic
magnitudes which directly characterize the kinetics of the
process, for example, the reaction velocity, its energy of
activation, etc. This tendency is somewhat justified by
the clifficulty of constructing a strict theory of flame
propagation making use of the explosion parameters. Their
experimental values and, in particular, the relations exper-
imentally established between them provide, however, a
correct orientation for the consideration of many techni—
cal problems. If, for example, the absolute values of the
induction periods, measured on air mixtures of hydrogen
or pentane under definite laboratory conditions cannot be
appliecl to actual explosion conditions (for example, ex—
plosion from a heated lamp filament) these values of the
induction periods nevertheless provide a desired criterion
for judging the relative safety of the apparatus in an at—
mosphere of pentane and hydrogen.

The comparison study of the induction periods of heavy
Diesel oils in a bomb under conditions, in general, differ–
ent from those in the Diesel engine nevertheless makes
possible a correct estimate of the characteristics defined
by the so-called ‘lcetene numberft (references 17 to 19).

The bomb investigation of the relation between the
self-ignition lag of light engine fuels ancl the pressure
ancl temperature in various temperature intervals has led
not only to a number of important conclusions on the con-
ditions under which detonation occurs in the spark-ignition
engine but also to a correct quantitative relation between
the value of the temperature coefficient Y for the in–
duction period and tho critical degree of compression char–
acteristic of the detonation properties of the engine fuels.
(See reference 20.)
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l~ethod of ra~id a,dmission.— The visual measurement———— .—
of ignition lags is possible only under restricted con—
ditions either low pressures or low temperatures (near
the nininun temperature) for lags not less than 2 to 3
seconds. Of greatest practical interest, however, is the
study of short ignition lags. In the work of our labora-
tories (the first systematic investigations of self–
ignition with short lags) there was successfully used the
method of quick admission, schematically shown in figwe 4..

!i!hecombustible mixture fi”om the vessel 1 is ad—
mitted. to the heated boub 2 through a quick-acting syring-
loadeil nozzle 3 so that the entire filling process of the
bomb takes place in 3 to 5 X 10—2 second. The rapidity
of the admission, the fundamental characteristic of the
method, is required for the st~?.d.y of short ind.lction pei-iOdS.
‘Me induction periocl is i;leas’med with the aid of an optical
d.iaphragn of nanoneter 5 by photographically recording the
pressures. A sanple recording is shown in fi~ure 5. Th e
induction period hei-e corresponds to the horizontal part
of the pressure cliagran fron the instant of coilpletion of
a.ibissio:l to the sharp rise of pressure on explosion.

In adti-itioil,however, to deter::iiling the induction
Perio?L a iietailed. inl~estiga.tion of the ~oi”e—e:<plOSionpro—
cesses in the gas is very inportant , T3is is a problem of
great practical difficulty since it is sometimes necessar;r
to measure the extremely small pressure variations due to
the slow reactions during the induction peiaiod while siaul–
taneously recording explosion pressures of the order of
tens of atmospheres. The difficulty is, however, entirely
eli~inated by the use of ar. optical differential manometer
applied by Neiman and his coworkers (reference 21), Kane
(reference 22) and in its most perfected form ill our laho-
r,atories (fig. 6).

The manometer is divided by a.thin diaphragm 1 into
tl,~ochambers , one of which co~~rnunicates vitk. the vessel 4
~n~L the other with the bomb 6. The vessel 4 is provided
with an electromagnetically operated nozzle that closes
the admission passage hy the action of a spring ani opens
vhen the circuit throu~h coil 5 is close d.. The thin d.ia–
phragm of the manometer is connected with an optical sys—
ten and is stoppecl on both sides by the thici~ perforated
membranes 2 and 3. When the vessel 4 is filled. to the
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given pressure (10 to 15 atm) the thin diaphragm presses
against tlie stop and is deflected in correspondence with

--—— the increase- in pressure on filling the vessel.

qhis pressure is recorded on the film as line a—b,
figure 7. When the mixture is admitted to the initially
pumped–out bomb the pressures in the two chambers of the
manometer balance and stop 2 together with the diaphragm
return to the initial position. The process of balancing
the pressures in vessels 4 and G, that is, the admission
process, is recorded on the film as line %—c, making it
possible to control the a~mission rate which, as shown by
experiment , is particularly important for the. stabiliza-
tion of the self–ignition conditions (reference 13). On
the diagram there is furtherrlore fixed the instant of dis–
connection of the electromagnet d. The bomb now communi-
cates with only one cb-amber of the manometer. The pressure
increase (e—f) from the reaction is recorded at first only
by the thin diaphragm 1 and then starting with pressures
higher than 100 millimeters up to the explosion pressure
by the simultaneous deflection of the thin cliaphragm and
the thick one 3. At the initial pressures (5 to 10 atmj
our differential manometer records change in pressure
down to 5 millimeters and explosion pressures.

The photo record of figure 7 was taken und-er condi-
tions of low-temperature self-ignition of a mixture of
peiltane ancl air. We are dealing here with a two–stage
self—ignition process, first stuclied by Townencl (refer–
ence 12), lTeiman (reference 21), and Kane (refel”cnco 22)0
The explosion itself in this case is precedccl by the for-
mation of a cold fl~e giving the products of tho incoLl-
plcte oxidation of the hydrocarbon.

The sensitive diaphragrl of the differential nanometer
shows no noticeable increase in the yressure (and probably
the temperature) during the induction period Tl up to

the moment of the occurrence of the cold flame. ‘de are
therefore dealing here with an isothermal process in which
the d.evelopnent of the preinflamrnation rea,ction is cl~ter–
mine?L exclusively by the branching of reaction chains. An
increase of the pressure in the cold fl~le chal.acterizes

& its intensity and the degree of oxidation of the.hydro-
carbon.

After the cold flame and induction period T2 thermal

explosion occurs at a relatively higher temperature with
the formation of the products of complete combustion C02
and H20.

—
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The study of both stages of the explosion process by
these methods together with the chemical analysis appears
very promising not only for learning the mechanism of self–
ignition but also for throwing light on the urgent tech—
nical ‘problems connected with the kinetic characteristics
of antidetonating fuels.

Method of flow throu~a tube.— If the combustible—-—.—— ———————— —————
mixture is admitted through a tube heated to a certain
temperature then at a sufficiently high velocity of the
flow the self-ignition vanishes, the time in which the
gas is in the tu%e being less than the indLuctio~ period

corresponding to the given temperature. The necessity,
however , of applying high velocities renders this method
difficult for the study of short ignition lags.

An attempt to get around this difficulty was made by
Sachsse (reference 23) by establishiilg along the tube the
temperature distribution shown i:z figure 8. The passage
of the gas through the cros~ sections of the tube with
gradual increase of the temperature fro~~ 100‘0 to 820° C iS
considered by the author as a process of warning up and
only the ti~.e of passing through the small portion with
the uaxinua temperature (820° to 850° C) serves in his
tests as a neasure of’ the induction period corresponding
to this temperature.

The limitation of this nethod of .neasuring the ir.—
duction period is obvious since the t ine of prelir.linary
preheating of the nixture (during which cher,ical cb-anges
are ur.avoidable) is si~. tines as large as t-he time in-
terval. during which the mixture is at the naxinu?~ tenpera-
tur e ●

Thus the condition is neglected whicil is put at the

basis of our nethod, that is, that in rfleasuriilgshort in-
duction periods the time of preliminary preheating should
be less than the nininun value of the induction period
(or cor.lparable with it) .

Measw-renents by the nethod of Sachsse will thei’efore
lead to an impairment in. the results which will te tb.e
greater the more the mixture reacts during the ~reheating.
Yor methane, for which appreciable reaction velocities are
possible ~i~ly at relatively high temperature (near the
maxinum temperature of the tube) this method may give a
value of the ii~duction period relatively near the true value.
Tor higher hydrocarbons, however, that start to oxidize at
considerably lower temperature the method of Sachsse will
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.
give results known to %e incarrect, for example, to the
maximum temperature there will arbitrarily correspond
temperature coefficients that belong with the lower tem–
peratures of the preliminary heating.

~thod of heated ~articles.– One of the possibili–

ties of explosion of a mine gas is by ignition from heated
particles from various sources, for example, friction
s-parks (from certain rock-cutting machines). The investi–
.gation of the self-ignition of, combustible gas mixtures
due to heated particles carried through the gas at d.efi–
nite velocities besides being of practical interest pro—
vides a nethod of studying self—ignition for the case of
very short ignition lags.

T%e scheme of such a method as employed 3Y Silver
(reference 24) is shown in figure 9. The small sphere (of
quartz or platinum) is heated in a quartz tube Pl? to a
certain temperature measured by an optical pyrometer. By
compressed air the sphere is projected out from the tube
ancl passes at a certain velocity into a brass box fillecl
with the combustible mixture to be tested. The valve for
the adnission of air into the tube PP is opened by the
freeing of a clutch (schematically represented by !i!S)
while simultaneously the electric circuit is closed in the
solenoicl. The iron core L then lifts the plate S so that
the slot St makes PP communicate with the box. .~he

latter is provicled with the screen T that reflects the
sphere and with a cellophane diaphragrL CR the rupture of
which serves to in?.icate the self—ignition of the gas.
Approximately the sane apparatus was usecl in more recent
tests of the sane laboratory (Glasgow University) by
Paterson (reference 25) with the added provision of neasu~
ing the velocity of the sphere with the aid of a ballistic
penduluii and with a device for preventing the conpressecl
air fro~ entering the explosion vessel together with the
sphere.

At relatively constant velocity of the sphere (2 to
5 m/see) Silver neasured the limiting temperature at which
inflaunation of the nixtures of air with pentane, illfuni—
nating gas, and hydrogen was possible innediately after the

m> sphere reached. the explosion vessel. !i!heu.ethod of Silver
thus essentially provides a neasure of the self—ignition
temperature of a gas fron heated surface-s for constant ig–
nit ion lags near zero. Under these conditions, as seen on
figure 10, the self-ignition of the gases occurs at lower
temperatures the larger the diameter of the heated sphere.
Particularly large for such ignition lag is the self–
ignition te~perature of uethane for which self—ignition
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could be obtained only with a Sphere of diameter of 6.5
millinetersat a temperature of allout 1200° C.

Silver considers the self-ignition process of the
gaseous envelope surrounding the heated- sphere froa the
poi~~t of view of the thermal theory. i?or a layer of gas
of thickness dr surrouilding a sphere of diameter a = .>,
the condition for self–ignition will he given by the
eclualiiy of tlte heat loss in the surrounclir.g medium at
temperature To ar.d the heat li%erated in the same layer
of the gas by the reaction. The heat losses are commuted
as the difference between the heat cocducted through”the
surface of the I.ayer i~.the surrounding gas and the heat
entering the layer from the sphei”e, ~maP(Tl: – ~o)dr
wh ere p is the heat transfer coefficieilt.

The heat given off by the reaction in this layer is
A——

equal to 4na,2dr QSe ‘% where @ is a constant includ,–
ing the expoiiential factor in the equation of ArrEenius.
Thus the heat gai;~ inc: eases more rapidly with increase
in the clianeter of the sphere (proportional to a~) thaa
the heat loss (pro~~ort ional to a), which fact also explains
the facilitating of self- igniticn with iilcrease in the
sphei~~ ?.iameter.

The self—ignition condition is obtained by si~-~er as
the equation

A

8nap(TP - ~o)dr = 4ua2dr QSe–~

vhich nay be brought to the form

o1“

This equation well descrites the experimental results
shovn in figure 10 but witk soaewhat 12ilUSUal consequences .

The values Of 1g ~––#Q-plotted against #- give as
-m

. . . . . . ... . . ------ -.. .
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follows from the equation, a straight line. l?or all gases
investigated, however , Silver obtains tile sar,e slope for
the lines, that is, the s~me value of the activation energv.-,
from 20.5 to 22.5 calories. In the opinion of Silver this
means that under the given conditions the self—ignition Gf
the gas is the result of a heterogeneous reaction on the
surface of the sphere although this explanation little agrees
with the identical results obtained by him for quartz and
platinun spheres.

Paterson investigated the effect of the velocity of
the ioarticles on the self-ignition temperature of illuminat-
ing gas, an increase in the temperature vith increasing
velocity of the particles being taken. “oyPaterson as proof
of the fact that the self—ignit’ion process nust not he con—
siclered.from the poi.r-tof view of the “surface theoryl’ only
and tliat a considerable part is here played by the ‘?mecha— .
nism of the energy transfer, whether thermal or 37 a chain
process.ll The character of the surface, hovever, (cc:lcli–
tioned, for example, by previous use of the s~]leres for e~—
P~osiol~ tests) is ~,iso of fUn?LCZIeZIta,limpor~ai~ce.

Analyzing the self–ignition process as Silver does
from the point of vie’? of the t~.ermal theory Paterson con-
siders the ti.eattransfer as mainly con-rective. Hence in
the form~Lla for the heat transfer

cl:<c
—= Aa:JcT(T5 – Tm) .Fe
at

where the ~.eynoliis number Re = 2’{ap/~ the velocity enters
so that the heat is proportional to ~. Paterson obtains
a relation of the form

A——
D(TS –Tm) Y1’Q=@a3’2e RTS

where D is a constant that includes the density, viscosity,
and heat of the reaction,

l.. — —

As may be seen, the relation obtained by Paterson be–
= tveen’ the ‘self–ignitio~ temperature and the velocity of the

particles in no way iilclicatesany variation with the tempeik
ature of th-e self-ignition lag, which in this case, as also
i~ the tests of Silver, remains constant aild near the value
zero. Ail iilcrease, however, in the self—ignition temperature
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with increase in the velocity of the particles , as follows
from the given formula, is directly associated with ail i:l—
crease in the heat loss from convection i~roportional to ~~~~

The equation of Patei”sOn, presupi)oses rsoreover a 2.0~Ter-
ing iil the self-ignition tem~era,ture at constant velocity
(V) and cliameter of particle (d) with rise iilthe tempei-a-
ture of the gas (T~). As has been shown by tests, i~o~,;ever,
a rise in the initial temperature even “oy 200° C in rlo ~;a;.,
showed any effect upon the magnitude of the nin imum tenpei-a-
ture of the particle.

The tests of Silver and Paterson tLo :Iot provide .Yn-y
direct experimental data a.s to the dependence of short ic–
nit ion lags OP the temperature and consea-~ently cannot be
used for checking the nondependence of siloi>tif;nition lags
on the temperature as f~unfi in o-~r tests. Some results of
the works considered, however, especially the nondepende~ice
of the temperature coefficient on the properties of t~.e re-
acting gas, uildoubtedly indicate a specific charactei- of the
self—igilition under coilditions of short lags and lend spe—
cial interest toward further invest igatiorl iil this direction.

F~AKE PROPAGATIOIT

i’~or~a~ com-Dusfjio~.— Iiondeton.sting=-_———---—-——__—_——_ combustion presents
a complicated phenornenor. in wh.icll the rloticl~of the gas
itself is ~m.ila.Voidably includecl ,along with the propagatioi~
of the reaction zones with respect to the gas. TP.is corL—
~Jlicatioil lies in the Very ]lature Of “S1OW” ‘Durlling in %hat
the velocity of propa~at ior, of the reaction zone with re—
spect to the gas (a process CoIIdL~tiO]’?_ed by heat conduction
and diffusion) is co:~siderably less th~.ilthe velocity of
propa~atioi~ of the compression waves wliich are formed i::
the process of inflammation of each layer of gas an?. its
sullseq,uent propagation.

qlle pl. opagat ion of these diSt’drbar. Ces ill the g~s OCCUH

with the velocity of sound; whereas the velocity of pro~]e,—
gat ioil of the reaction zone rarely exceeds a few rletersper
second.. This unavoidable separat ioil of the mechan_ica,l ef—
feet of cornhustion from the combustion z~ne itself pi-educes
a mass flow of the gas ahead of the frame froilt. The prop-
agation of the reaction zone thus occurs in a moViilg gas
ancl it is necessary to take accouilt rot only of the motion of
the gas aloilg the axis of the tube (the velocity of which.
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is simply added to the velocity of propagation of the re-
action zone with respect to the stationary gas) but also
of disordered turbulent-motions that “increase the heat
transmission from the combustion zone to the fresh gas..

The turbulence formed ahead of the flame front in
“slow” combustion is a fundamental factor in causing ex—
plosions by coal mine dust. The ignition of mine gas
(methane) would in itself present no serious danger in view
of the relatively small quantities if it were not a prin-
cipal cause of the explosion of coal dust. The air motions
themselves ahead of the flame front raise the coal dust
from the ground mixing the dust with air and thus form a
medium in which the explosion is propagated with continu-
ally increasing velocity (sometimes above 1000 m/see) and
develop considerable pressure (higher than 10 atm). The
formation of a dust cloud ahead of the flame front is seen
on the photograph of figure 11 taken at a certain time he–
fore the appearance of flames at the mouth of an experi–
mental mine.

The investigation of the air motions ahead of the
flame front is one of the most important problems carried
out in adits under conditions accurately reproducing those
of mine explosions,* and among the various means taken for
the prevention of explosions not the least important are
those the object of which is to make difficult the forma–
tion of dust clouds.

The investigations of Coward (reference 26) of recent
years have brought out still another important factor on
which the velocity of flame propagation depends: namely,
the change in the flame front itself under the effect of
“convection flows caused by differences in the densities of
the burning and the fresh gas.11 Successive photographs of
a flame front, obtained by Coward in various stages of prop—
agation along the tube, show that a plane wave front, or as
is often assumed, a hemispherical front is in most cases an
arbitrary idealization. The flame front, as seen in the
photographs of figure 12, curves continuously and elongates
as it is being propagated so that its surface area is con—
siderably above the cross—sectional area of the tube.— ——__ ———— .— —
*l?or a description of these experimental methods see the..*
book of Dolgov and Levitsky, Explosive Properties of Coal
Dust . Charlcov, 1933.

-, ,., -, —..-,-..-,,. -. ..,, . , , ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,m,.,——— -- ...... .,,,,,.,,..—
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Starting from the fact th~~ ~h~ ~olume of gas burn-
ir.g ~er zait of time is ~ro~or$~onal ~~ the area of the
flame front , Coward introduces the concept of ‘fuildalllelltal
velocityn of flame propagation (equivalent to the previ-
0uSl;7 used tern ‘tno;mal velocity” ) as Rhe linear velocity
of propagation directed i~erpeildicular to the flame front
and occur i-iilgin a stationary nixture at constant tempera.—
ture and yres sure ahead of the flame frost .ll The o-oserved
velocity of the flame propagatioli corresponding to this

!ffundanental velocity” inwill ex.ceeri.the pi”OpOrti Cn tO the
ilicz”ease in the flame front area as a res-~lt of curvature.

~~fle~easuremen~s ~arrie~ out ‘Jy Coward ad. Iiartuell
for a mixture of nethane and air shoved that in a tube of
diameter 5 centimeters (that is, cross—sectional area of
20 square centimeters) the frame front area varies within
the range of 60 to 11..’7square centimeter-s for varier.s co:I–
centrat ions of methar.e. Correspondingly, the veiecity of
flane propagation Chailges from 30 to 90 centimeters per
second; while the f-m?.am.ental velocity lies lJithin the
range Of 6 tO 2’7 Cei2~~13et131?SDL3~ sec~:. tL.

.k ~rarticularly st~o~g ir.crease illthe fla,me—fr on-t area
shovs up in- tu-oes of larger diai~eter Vhei”e tb.e COl”i”eSpOnd—
i.ng flame propagatioil velocities may be very high. Z!his
fact , in particular , T1-Lstbe taken i:lto acc Ou:it ill CO12~Ut—
ing safety structures iilvent ilat ing systei.1~which handle
lmrnin S gases.

Measui-euent of the ncrual flane velocit~~.– Only the———— ———. —.——_—. L
llfu~~~-ar.~el~ta~!tor ~t~lol~nalllvelocity of the flane is clirect—
l-y connected. with the physic oc:henical properties of t~~e
combustible mixt-~re a:l?Ldoes not depend on those hyciro&-
nanic COizditiOnS ‘d:ldei”which the flame propagation is ob—

The !lfUnd-aae-.s3rve L. ~atalllvelocity tkus acquires the
+ a Ceriain ~3hysicocheni,Calsigilificance o. coP-ste,:lt.

colfr~rdand Payna~~ (i-eference 27) give the following
fornula that takes account of the basic factors* that de-
termine the velocity of flane propagatio;l: the observecl
flane velocity = fUildaZVelltalvelocity X area of flame
fro2t/arez of tube cross sect ior. + velocity of motion of
burning necliuu.————— ———— ——.—— —— ——_—
*i$e say !Ibasic!fbecause here, as ir. our previous coilsidera—
tions, no accour.t is taken of the change iilthe gas pres—
sure ar.d temperature which occur iil combustion ir. closefi.
vessels and lead to a continuous change ill‘;ftmdar.ental’;
velocity.

I
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The measurement of the fundamental velocity corre–
sponi!.ingto this formula under conditions of combustion. .
iila _tu%e is extremely complicated, not only because of .
the necessity of measuring the area of a moving flame
front (as is shown in fig. 12) but also ‘oecause of the
difficulty of determining the velocity of motion of the
gas. As Coward himself remarks, the method indicated is
applicable only to such slow-burning mixtures like tb.ose
of ziethane and air near the limits of propagation, that
is, where the speed of combustion is relatively small and
where, consecluently, it is permissible to neglect the mass
flow of the gas due to the combustion.

However limited the application may be, the indis—
putable service renclered by Coward is that he revealed a
new source of error in the measuremer.t of fl-ame propaga—
tion by the classical method of Iiailard and ~e Ghatelier
(reference 28). In many investigations of flame propaga-
tion in a tube since the time of Le Chatelier, although
special precautions were taken that tk.e combustion shoulcl
take place uncler conditions of constant pressure (by making
the igflitio~ end of the tube communicate uith the atmos—
phere or with a constant pressure reservoir (references
29 and 30)), no attention was paid to the possibility ofa
change iil the flame—propagation veiocity due to an increase
ir. the flame—front area. Only the tests of Cowarc?Lhave
shown the fundallental mossi’oility in the complicated phe~.
nomenon of flame propagation in the tube of separating that
part of combustion velocity which has a fundamental physico–
chemical significance. A notable confirmation of the cor–
rectness of the method of Coward is the agreement of the
value of the noraal velocity of flame propagation obtained
by measurements in tubes with the values for the same mix—
tures measured in the cone of a Bunsen flaae (reference 31).

The normal flame -relocity is me~,sured most simply in
the flane cone forned, by the 3-~nsen burner. The method. of
measuring the flame velocity was worked out independently
by Gouy (reference 32) and I1ichelson (reference 33) basecl
on the fact that in the stationary cone of the flame, the
surface of which is also that of the combustion front, (or
as clenotecl%y liichelson the ~inflamaation surfacen) the
volume of gas per second flowing out from the burner sb.ouId
he equal to the product of the area of the cone by the value
of the normal velocity of propagation. Thus it “is also
necessary, in order to determine the normal velocity, to
measure the area of the flame front. This measurement, how-
ever , is a much more simple process, as the flame front is
stationary.*—. ..—
*The theoretical and ~xperimental treatment of this method
is given by Chitrin (reference 31) and Smith (reference 34).
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Yhe series of photog~ap~s obtained bY Chitr in, given
in figure 13, shows how, for a constant velocity of flow
of the gas, the surface of the cone clecreases with in—
crease in the flame propagation velocity correspondin~ to
the formula Q = uS, where u is the normal velocity of
flame propagation and S the al-ea of the cone.

At very large velocities of flane propaf:ation (for
example , in the case of the combustion of hydrogen or
acetylene) , it is necessary to increase correspondingly
the ~,e~ocity of floul of the gas fron the ‘~urner in oi-der
to obtain a flame cone of sufficient height Oi” avoid es—
cape of the flane into the burner.

The possi?)ility of investigation of flame pi-opagation
in the burner is also limited, however, by the flow of
“secondaryll air from the surrounding atmosphere towarcl the
flame. It is due to this unavoidable dilu-tion of the mix–
ture flowing from the burner by the surrounding air that
nakes it possible to observe in the b-.zrnera steady com—
bustiofi of the mixture with excess of the combustible far
beyond the upper limit of infla~mation, for example, of
mixtures containing u.p to 1’7percent methane (upper ex-
piosion limit of methane in air about 13.5 ~e~’cent). On
the other hand, owing to the same dilution with ‘lsecond–
ary11air in the burner, combustion is impossible for mixt-
ures with such excess of air for which steady combustion
in a tube is still possible, that is, for mixtures lyins
considerably above the lower limit of inflammation, for
example, mixtures containing less than 7.3 percent metl?ane
(lower explosion limit of methane in air 5.9 percent).

While the diffusion of air ii~to tb.e flame of a Bunsen
burner is of only secondary importance, however, and some—
!/hat changes the composition of the burning ~lixt-.~re,in
some cases (match flames, candles, gas lighters) we are
clealing with diffusion fla’fiesin which the formatioil of
the burnin~ mixture is entii-ely ilr,eto diffusion.*

Among the original methods for studyin~; flane nroFa—
gation, an interesting one is that of the ‘lconsLant~
ioressure bomb” d.eve~oFetL in 1925 by SteVenS (reference 36)
and latter perfected by i?iock (reference 37) and othei-s (at
the Bureau of Standards, USA).——————..-.————_———— __________________________
*~The theoretical analysis of diffusion flames is treated
in the book of Lewis and Elbe (reference 35)( chapter XIII).
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The vessel containing the combustible nixture is in
this case a soap bubble at the center of which is located
a ‘s~ark gap (fig. 14). ~’ependitig on the pressure at t?nich
the flaae veiocity is measured the %omb in which the soap
bubble is ylaced is filled. with an inert Eas up to a cer–
&uain given pressure (above or below atmospheric). TJnder
‘these conditions the propagation of the flame occurs with
a COn Stailt increase in volune, as showp. by tlie series of
photo gra~hs o:zfigure 15, and consequently at constant
pressure. The velocity of propagation of the spherical
flcme front can he neasured either by the photographs shown
on figure 15 or by the trace of the flame photographs
through a narrow slit in the bomb on a film cn a> rotatiilg-
drum. ~he flame velocity SS corresponding to the Yangent”
of the angle of inclination ‘of the fi,ane trace to the
rect ion of .motior. of the fila (fig. 16) is &.b.terninecl
only ly the propagation of the react ioil zone relative
the gas but also ~Jy the motion of the Gaz itseif as a
Suit Qf its propagation ill the process of com”mstion.
degree of this propagation is gi’v-enby rk.e relation

—
di—
not
to
r e—
Tkle

~ = (+’
Y

l,~~iere ~ is the raclius of the soap ‘oubble at
r“

the instant of inflarm~.t ion and. .qrI its raC ius at tk.e
end of combustion. The normal velocity of the flane is
then St = ss t/3.

rjq~~ limitation in the application of this method is
associated mainly with the effect of the soap film itself
(moisture) on the combustion, particularly large for such
gases as CO.

mane ~rowa~at ion in internal combustion engines. — Tar——-— ———.—
ticularl~—c onplice.teF-

—..—
are the conditions of flame propaga-

tion in the inter r.a,lcombustion enGine vhere togethei- with-
the geileral reasons for the curvature of the flame front
(convection) there are other specific fa~toi-s, namely, tur-
h~-lence causefL “D;-tbAe passage of the mi::ture through the
suction valve an?L the notion of tkle piston in compression
and nonuniformity of the temperature of tb.e combustion
chamber . Noreover the flame propagation takes place uncler
conditions of changing volume (due to the motion of the
piston), changing cross section of the combustion chamber
and pressure anti temperature of the gas. Xn short the
velocity of flame pr0i3agati0n in the engine depends less
on the reaction properties of the mixture and the normal
combustion rate than on hydrodynamic factors associated

I .—
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?!riththe reginle of the engine (for example the number of
revolutions per minute) and oil its design (particularly
on the shape of combustion chamber ). In connection with
this fact the computation of the velocity of flame propa–
gation in the engine for a given normal rate of com?mstioii
obtained by any of the described methods should be con-
sidered as impracticable.

Ii’orthe above reason special ii~portance is attached
to the methods of direct observation and recording of the
fla?me propagation in the engine with the aid of ionized
intervals at various points of the conbustiol~ chamber
(references 38, 39, and 40) or photographic recording of
the flame (references 41 and 42).

In 1936 Rassweiler and Withrow (i-eferences 43 and 44)
(General Motors Co. ) develope~ an apparatus by which it
was possille to obtain up to 2000 flame photographs per
second through a quartz window in the ei~girLehead. (fig. 17).
A series of i~hotograyils for one cycle for :Iornai engine
speed as shown in figure 18 nakes possible i~ot oniy the
determination of the velocity of flar~e pro;?.gation but also
the changes ill the flame fi’Olltin the process of combustion.
One of the effective ap~licatiofis of this aethod is the
possibi~ity of visual observation of the entire process of
combustion in the cyliilder by the slow projection of such
a film on the screen.

Finally, simultaneously with photographi~lg of tb-e
flame the recording of the changes in pressure has led to
the establisknent of all important relation between the
volume aild the mass of the fuel charge. This makes it
poss~ble, for example, to determine directly by the iadi–
cater diagram which part of the charge has ‘uurned at any
stage of the cycle, as ShOWil in figure 19.

Tile atter.tion of investigators has freq-dentlj~ been
drawn to the phenomenon of a more or less inter.sive aftel-
lurninosity arisin-g in the products of col~bustioil ilear tb.e
location of the j.gnition source. By this iuroinosity in-
stantaneous photographs are taken in the comb-.stion of CO
in a spherical vessel with the ignition spark in the center
of the vessel (fig. 20)(reference 45). Starting with ~hoto-
graph 5 when the flame front has almost reached. the vessel
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wall there appears in the center an intensive luminosity
gradually spreading to the entire combustible mixture.
This does ilOt occur ozLly near the spark l)ut lasts longest
there. The authors experimentally investigating the phe–
~oaenoil of retarded luminosity, are inclined to ascribe
it to the burning of the noa-reacting parts of the carbon,
the heightened intensity being expiained by the combustion
under relatively higher pressures and temperatures.

A more correct explanation of the phenomenon of re–
tariied-luminosity was given by Lewis and Von Illbe (loc.
cit. 165—176) associated. by them T.riththe for~atio~. of a
teripe-rature gradient ii~ the products of comlmstion, as
was theoretically ShOWil by lIache (reference 46). The oc–
c-.mrence of a temperature gradient becones clear fron ob—
servation of the combustion of the Si.lallinitial portion
of the charge near the ignition spark and the last part of
the charge at the wall of the vessel. The f-~nda~:e~ltal
difference in the conbustioc of these parts of the charge
lies in the fact that the combustion of the initial part
Occcrs T.lithpropagation at a press-~re alnost equal to the
initial (for exanple, at Pi = 1 atn) ancl is subject to a
conpressioil, CLuring the process of CO1l-OllStiOilat higher
press-ares , increasing f’roi: ‘0 Pr.ai:]-)i (for exanple, fron

1 to 8 s,tn). !!he work in compression for this part of the
charge is consequently considerably hi@er than tb.e work
illi9r0pagatiOn. On the other hand, tl’ie last ilart of the
charge is at first subject to compression froi~ pi to

P1.1ax and tilen burns with pi-opagatiorl at P.nax. In this

case the worh in prOpagatiOil is greater than the ‘J]ork of
compression. Ii~ short the first part of the cilarge re–
ceives a certain excess of energy as conpared with the
last part of the charge. i~t conplete ecluality of pressure
through all, the charge the initial part of the charge is
at a higher temperature than the last part.

Ail idea as to the probable nagnitude of the te’npera-
ture gradient can be obtained fron the siLlplified coil~uta—
tion of Ziibaud (reference 47) for the conbustioiI of the
mixture co -1-1/2 02 + 21?2 = CO=+ 21T2+ 68 calories. With

the initial temperature Ti = 300° ~ the temperature after
combustion of the initial -part of the cb-arge (with sinul—
taneous propagation, that is, at p - const) is approxi-
mately (without taking dissociation into account):

68000
‘initial = 300 + —– —= 2650° 1:

13.3 -t 2x8.1
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The st{h~equent compression from the initial pressure
(1 atm) to the final (8 atm) i-sises the temperature of
the iilitial part of the charge to

(3.4
rJl

initial = 2650)( 8= = 4900° K, taking Y=

Cp/cv = 1.4. The temperature of the last part of the
charge before bul’ning as a result of the previous conpres-

0.4

sion is Tfir.al = 300X 8iX = 560° K and after combustioil

‘fiilal
68000

= 560 + ————— = 2800° K
13.7 + 2X8.3

Thus the temperature gradient between the initial and last
parts of the charge is 4900° to 2800° = 2109°.

Actuall;~ (due to dissociation) the difference in these
temperatures is considerably less. Thus for the case of
the explosion of ozone Lewis and Von Xlhe (1oc. cit. 175)
obtaii:ed a temperature Gradient 2552° to le25° = 72?0.
In any case it is sufficiently large to explain the in—
crease in the luminosity in the central portion of the
cilarge.

The e:ci,steliceof a temperature gradierlt b.as beer. shown
by Withrow anti Rassveiler (~-eferei~ce 48) by the direct
measurement of the te-m-perature of the Zas i;?an engine pro-
vided with windows hy the Diethod of sodium line reversal.
Tb.e light from a heated tunGsten filament the temperature
of which may be measured and varied with.iil wide limits is
admitted through the clharge, to bJhich have been added
traces 01” sodium and into the slit of a spectroscope. By
i~eans of a stroboscopic disk that i?.lStailt Of the cycle is
determined at which the measurement is MadLe. A number of
successive photographs of the spectrum with gradual in—
crease in temperature of the light so-~.rceshow, as is seen
on fiGure 21, the temperature at which the reversal of the
lines occurs (for which the temper atui-e of the gas becomes
equal to the temperature of the light source). In the
given case it lies between 3815° and 4015° I’ (that is,
between 2120° and 2230° K).

Finally on figure 22 are shown the temperature data
for normal and detonating combustion in the initial and
latter parts of the chirge. The tenperatur e gradient
reaches a ~3articularly large value in detonat ioil(corre–
sponcling to the large increase in comhusi ion pressure) so
that the temperature of the burning Gas at the spark plug
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exceeds the flame temperature in the last part of the
charge by 390° C. As pointedly expressed by Boyd ‘Ithe
highest temperature appears not in the flame but in the
ashes .‘l

The temperature gradient in the gas leads to a more
intensive heating of the part of the combustion chamber
near the spark plug. According to the measurements of
.Peletier (reference 49)(at the experimental station at
Delft) the temperature of the cylinder head walls is here
50° higher than at the opposite end of the combustion
chamber. The heating of the spark plug electrodes causecl
by the temperature gradient constitutes the danger, par–
titularly great for an airplane engine, of preignition, a
phenomenon which leads to a sharp lowering in the engine
power and even to the stopping of the engine. To prevent
this it is necessary to increase the heat conduction from
the spark plug electrodes and the parts near them and also
to equalize the temperature gradient by a more intensive
turbulence of the charge. .

FLAIJIllVIBRATION

The transition from the smooth continuous notion of
the flame to vibrational combustion had already been ob-
served by liallard and Le Chatelier. The f’lane vilration,
as shown by Kirkby and Wheeler (reference 50) is aCCO~- -
panied by’ fluctuations in pressure of the same frequency
not only in closed but in open tubes for which the pres—
sure may be equalized. In this connection the tests of
Coward (reference 51) carried out in tubes of various di–
ameters — from 10 to 30 centimeters – ancl of lengths from
5 to 30 meters are particularly instructive. The photo–
graphic recordings shown in figure 23 of the propagation
of the flame with the corresponding pressure diagram were

obtained for the combustion of a methane-air mixture (10
percent methane) in a 5 meter tube open at the ignition end.

The dependence of the frequency of the vibrations on
the length of the tube and the presence of harmonics in
addition to the fundamental frequencies sho~l that vibra~
tional combustion is associated with the resonance vibra—
tions of the gas column. The tests of Coward and Hartwell
have shown that the possibility of the occurrence of vibra–
tions and the amplitude of the latter, to a strong degree,
depend also on the condition of release of the explosion
pressure. Thus by gradually moving up a plate to’ the open

—
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end of the tube the authors obtained a number of pressure
recordings shown in figure 24. The diagrams show the
place of occurrence of the vi-orations and their frequency
and amplitude (the right-hand scale). The vertical trace

indicates the instant of ending of the combustion - when
the flame front of the closed. tube reaches the end of the
tube (length of tube 5 m, d = 10 cm).

The first diagram was obtained under conditions corre—
spending to figure 23, that is, at full opening at the ig—
nition end of the tube. The ~~ibrations die down and final~
completely vanish on placing in front of the open end of
the tube a plate with a small aperture (about 15 mm) or a
piece of glass wool. At full closure of the tube, however,
vibrations again arise with a considerable increase in the
amplitude ancl rise in the rate of combustion. The same
chailge in the conditions at the ignition end — a gradual
decrease in the aperture – in a tube of diameter 30 centi—
meters did not lead to a suppression of the vibrations but
only to an earlier occurrelice.

The practical significance of these tests is directly
connected with the expiosive effect of vibrations, and oa
the basis of their results obtained in tubes of small cli–
ameter (about 10 cm) the authors recomifiend protective
screens with a certain aperture by which the vibration can
be suppressed.

iiailyinvestigators have attenpted to associate vibra-
tional combustion with ‘iknockingff in the engine.* This,
however, has been disproved by direct investigation of
detoilating combustion in the engine and also by the further
study of vibrational combustion itself.

Ey comparing the amplitude of the pressure fluctua–
tions arising in combustion in a bomb for various fuels
Ktichling (reference 52) cane to the conclusion that IIthe
chenical structure of the fuels and also their associated
physical properties, for exanp].e, the self–ignition tempe~
ature (and we may add the detonation characteristics) con—
trary to all expectation show only an entirely negligible
effect oil the occurrence of vibrations (or as the author
calls them the phenomenon of knock) in the homl.”

It is sufficient to show that the amplitude of vibra-
tion for benzol, toluol, or ethyl alcohol (a fuel with
maxinun detonating stability) was the same as that for heptane.——.———— ———__ -———— ——— —— —
*3’or a discussion of these napers see article by Sokolik and
Voynov (reference 42). -

. .
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It was moreover observed %y Kiichling that the par–
tial substitution of nitrogen by oxygen leads to a sup–
pressiou of vibration with a simultaneous increase in the
rate of combustion. The necessity for the occurrence of

vibration at some quite definite speed. of combustion cor—
responding to conditions of resonance is indicated by the
fact that with hydrogen the maximum amplitudes of vibra–
tion were observed both with the mixture with maximum
syeed of combustion (36 -percent Hz, speed of the flame

35 m/see) and with the limit of inflammability (10 percent
H ~, speed of the flame about 1 m/see).

Lewis and Von I!lbe (lot. cit. 317) reject any con–
nection of vibrational combustion with the phenomenon of
resonance and assert, for example, that (under certain con–
ditions) “the phenor.enon of vibrations does not depend on
the size and shape of the vessel.ll This statement is sin-
ply untrue. Their own very few experiments witii hydrogen-
air mixtures led them to the conclusion that the occurrence
Of vibrations was associated with the presence of excess
oxygen or nitrogen, particularly of the first (we may note
that vibrations with maximum anplitude were observed by
ICfichling also in mixtures with oxygen deficieilcy). An origi–
nal explanation of vibrational conlmstion is proposed by
Lewis ancl Von Ylbe, naaely, that it is due to an lfexcitation
lag,tf a iag in the establishment of uniform distribution of
energy between the kinetic and internal (vibrational) ener—
gies of the molecules OP and N2.. This lag and conse-

quently the abnornal excesses of kinetic enei+gy is greater
the lower the combustion temperature and for this reason
according to the authors it should be particularly sharp
in strong dilutions witl~ oxygen and nitrogen. The llexcita–
tion lc.gfldei~otes a certain change in the heat capacity
with tine, namely, its gradual increase with. establishment
of equality of energy clistribution. The transformation of
ail excess of kinetic energy into vibrational should be re—
lated to the lowertng of the pressure in accordance with
the equation:

3/2 pv = l!T1/2mV2

The heating of the internal gas layers due to conpres—
Sion in the ~rocess of combustion leads to a rapid esta3–
lishment of uniform energy distributioil and to a decrease
in the volume of this part of the burnin-g gas; hence the
formation of a mass gas flow directed inwards and the oc–
currence of pressure waves..
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In evaluating the above hypothesis account should be
taken of the fact that it ~roceeds from the necessary ex–
istence OS those conditions which produce a temperature
gradient in the -products of combustion and which arise
naturally only in closed vessels. Vibrational explosions,
however, as follows from the tests of Coward and many
other investigators as fai+ back as Mallard and Le Chatelier,
are aiso observed in open tubes where these conditions do
not obtain, where there is no adiabatic compression of the
gas increasing with the combustion and a corresponding in-
crease in the temperature of the nucleus and where, oilthe
contrary, the temperature of the combustion products is
continually lowered due to heat transfer. Por this reason
the hypothesis of Lewis and Von Zlbe at the most may have
limited application to the case of combustion of lean mix—
tures in closed tubes.

DZTOI?AYION

Structure of_ex:310sion wave.- According to the classi–
cal concepts (reference 53) as to the causes underlying
detonation or explosion waves the latter represents a si–
multaneous propagation. with the saue velocity (exceeding
the velocity of sound.) of a shock wave (that is, a wave
with an instantaneous large increase in pressure) and a
combustion wave. An exact coinciding of both wave fronts
was generally assuaed, as schematically represented in
figure 25A,. This means that the instantaneous pressure
i>roduced by the shock wave should give rise to an instan—
taneous (that is, with zero lag) self—ignition of the gas
nixture,

The pToioagation of a combustion wave with the sane
velocity as the shock wave leads to the following funda—
mental differences “oetween detonating and normal combustion:

1. ln d~nating combustion self—ignition of the gas
arises from adiabatic compression of the gas
by the shock wave according to the dynamic -
adiabatic of Hugoniot which differs from the
usual Poisson adiabatic as shown iil figure
26 by the higher increase in the pressure for
the same decrease in volume.

2. In detonating combustion the condition of mixture
ahead of the explosion wave front remains
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unchanged apd the self-ignition conditions of
.. . each layer of ,the,gas ,alsb remain unchanged.

The explosion wave thus represents in “its very
., nature a stationary type of combustion propa-

gation. . ,!”.

3. ‘3’inally in detonating explosion a continuous
equalization of the pressure throughout the
volume of the gas occurring simulta~eously
with the flame propagation is not possible
(as with normal combustion) since the pressure
wave is propagated simultaneously with the
flame front and with the same velocity.

The investigations of recent years have led to a
fundamental correction in the concepts as to the struc-
ture of the explosion wa~e. Bifferent authors almost
simultaneously and independently of one another came to
the same conclusion, namely, that in the detonation wave
there always, except perhaps for special cases, occurs a
certain interval between the explosion wave front and
that of the combustion wave as schematically represented
in figure 25B.

Bone and his coworkers (reference 54) in 1935 pub–
lished the results of an extensive investigation on the
structure of a detonation wave which he studied with the
aid of a new high—speecl photographic I’raser camera, fig—
ure 2’7. The flame is photographed on a stationary film
with the aid of a mirror silvered on both sides ancl ro-
tating in an evacuated chamber (to decrease the resist–
ante at *he high rotative speed of the mirror). The
apparatus gives a record corresponding to a linear ve—
locity of the picture on the film up to 1000 moltersper
second. Z!he photograph shown in figure 28 gives a cle—
tailed analysis of the process of formation of explosion
waves in the mixture 2C0 + 02 notwithstanding the fact

-4
that the entire process lasts no longer than I.O
second.

The self-ignition in a shock wave initiatin~ the’
detonation occurs at the distance of 64 millimeters from
the flame front. l’rom the point of view of Bone this
distance is the naximum within which fithe radiation &om

the flame front, absorbed by the compresse?L gas in the
shock wave, nay lead to such rise in the temperature and
intensity of activation of the uolecules as will result
in self—ignition in the shock wave” (loc. cit. 39].

, ■-mllmml— —, ,,, . . ..- ,, ! ! ..!- -.! !......,. ..! ! .!. .-. —— .--—.- .—. -—.— —
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Although an interval between the flame front and the place
where the detonation wave arises was observed by Bone with
sufficient distinctness only for carbon monoxide the ob-
servation provided him with a basis for reaching a general
conclusion that lithe detonation wave must le looked upon
as the more or less stable combination of two separate and
separable components? namely, an intensively luminous flame
front and an invisible shock wave immediately ahead of itl’
(1oc. cit. 31).

The instability of the explosion wave and the ‘separa—
blenessw of both components of the same mixture is proven
by Bone by a number of phenomena. Thus on decreasing the
diameter of a tube to 3.5 millimeters (near the limiting
diameter for the propagation of the explosion wave) there
is observed a periodic extinction of the detonation wave
“as a result of the cooling effect of the walls.” The same
periodic extinction of the detonation wave occurs on passage
of the waves through a narrow layer of nitrogen (about 6
mm) the velocity of the wa~~e dropping from 1800 to 700 miles
per second, or on placing a section of the explosion tube
in the field of a powerful electromagnet directed along the
tube axis (a drop in the velocity by 90 m/see) or finally
on passage through an electric field (the velocity drops to
almost half its tialue particularly in the passage of the
wave from the cathode to the anode explained by Bone as
due to the drawing off from the wave front of C + O ions).
All these tests according to Bone show that even a slight
slowii?g in the flame front (due to the action of one of
the factors given. above) leads to a complete breakdown of
the uilstable relation between the combustion zone and the
wave froilt and to a complete separation of the forward
shock wave from the flame front . In his coilclusions Bone
does not remark on aily possible relation between the struc-
ture of the explosion wave and the kinetic properties of
the nixture although his tests do give some indication of
such a relation. We may note that neither the characteris-
tic “interval!’ during the occurrence of the cletonation
wave (self-igilition ahead of the flame front ) nor the ex-
tinction of the wave in passi~~ through an electric field
were obtainecl for many other oxygen mixtures investigated
by Bone, such. as hyclrogen and methane.

The TL”elation betveen the structure of the detonation
wave and the kinetic properties of the mixture is most
clearly brought out by the detonation Iinits, that is, by
mixtures of the limiting concentrations at which detona—
tion waves may arise. A Systematic iilvestigation of the
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detonation limits in our laboratories (references 55 and
56) has provided frequent examples of the fact that the
unstable character of the detonation wave is closely con—
nectecZ with the chemical characteristics of the mixture;
thus , for example, in mixtures of CO with oxygen the limit-
ing detonation wave presents the character of a stable
wave when small amounts of hydrogen are acldecl(which fact
is associated with the sharply accelerating action of hy—
drogen on the oxidation of carlon monoxide); on the con-
trary in mixtures of methane with oxygen the detonation
wave becomes less and less stable as the mixture is diluted
with nitrogen.

In correspondence with the scheme of figure 25B a
stable propagation of a detonating wave is possible under
conditions whei-e the self-ignition lag at the pressure
and temperature of compression in the shock wave does not
exceed a certain limiting value, otherwise the gas layer
is iila rarefaction zone following the compression (in
the shock wave) and COOIS before self—ignition can occur.
Thus notwithstanding the extremely small time interval
ilurin~ which the gas is traversed by the shock wave the
possibility of its self–ignition (and this is the funda–
mental condition for the existence of an exiolosion wave)
will be determined by the kinetics of the oxidizing re—
actions dur in.g compression in the explosion wave. From
this point of view some interval between the sb-ock wave
front and the combustion wave should occur in every ex--
plosion wave and should show up most sharply near the d&c-
nation limits.

The greatest direct confirmation of the above con-
clusions is provided by tests in which through certain
small additioils of H2 or C2H2 (up to 0.3 percent) to

nondetonating mixtures of CO with air a stable i~ropaga-
tion of an explosion wave was obtained. The er.ergy of
combustion of the mixture remained u.nchangecl but its re— ~
action a’oility wa,s increased.

Z!he kinetics in the reaction zone can. be affected
also by varying, for example, the power of the shock wave,
that is, by an increase in its pressure ancl temperature.
This is the object of the tests of P.ayma~~(reference !5’7)
who first obtained the -propagation of an explosion wave
in a methane-air mixture by inflammation from a shock wave
due to the explosion of a powerful charge of fulminating
mercury (50 g).” In this connection it would be interest-
ing to obtain a detonatioil wave in the same inethane-air
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nixture by the addition of small quantities of N02 ‘the

catalyzing “action of which on the oxidation and self—
ignition of methane is widely known (references !58 and
59).

Detonation smin.- Vith the structure of the detona—
tion wave there is associated, thou@ not yet clearly,
the phenomenon of lldetonation spiilllgiving a characteris-
tic ‘Istratifiedfl structv.re OD the photographs of explosion
wa-res (fig. 29). As far back as 1926 Car,phell and his co–
workers (reference 60) on the basis of their tests cane to
the conclusion that such a character of the i~hotographic
i-ecordings was due to tb.e motion of the detcn-ation wave
front along a spiral Fath. Tb.is among other thiags is cob
firmed by the fac~ that the detonation wave leaves a spiral
trace on the walls of a tube coverecl by a layer of silver
or lead, the pitch of the spiral ei:actl>-agreeing with the
pitch measured on the photographs.*

The assurlptioQ was natural that the ‘fspinf*was con—
netted not only witfi.the spiral motion of the combustion
zone but also witk the motion of the gas. The method of
high-speed photographic analysis with the aicl of the Fraser
apparatus showed., howe~~er, the incorrectness of this as-
sumption and has led to a new treatnent of the pherionenon
of detonation spin. The photograph in figure 30 of a det—
onation wave ir:a nixt-~re of 2C0 + 02 shows that the

‘stratifiedll structure vhich we see on figure 29 actually
preSelitS, as the authors write, a lfseco:~dary effectll formed
by the intersection of two series of li:les, on-e of then
d-ue to luminous particles moving ahead of the wa~e front
with a velocity of 780 meters per second (this is the mass
veiocity u forming oi~e of the velocity components of the
detonation wave: D = u + c, where c is the velocity of
sound at the corresponding temperature); the second series
of lines is the trace of the compression waves traveling
through the heated nediun with the resultant velocity 320
meters per second (this velocity is equal to 1100 to 780
m/see, that is, the difference between the true velocity of
the compression wave and the oppositely directed velocity
of the ~as). This shows that during each cou-plete rotation
of the detonation wave there is a sudden inflammation of a
portion of the gas at the instant wb-en the shock wave front
passes t12rou@ or immediately thereafter (1oc. cit. 38).

*For a I.evielr of these PaPers see my monograph, ~lCombustion
and Detonation in Gases.fl pp. 43-49, 1934.
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On the basis of these detonation tests the detona–
tion wave must be- considered.’ not as continuous process of
combustion wave -propagation simultaneously with the shock
wave ‘out as a periodic self—ignition of the gas caused b;’
the shock wave.

The observations of various investigators indicate
a direct relation between the periodic character of det–
onating combustion and a wave structure such that it is
possible to assume a more or less considerable interval
between the self–ignition point and the shock wave front.
Thus in the tests of Bone and I’raser (reference 61) the
‘spir.” is always observed near the occurrence of the det—
onation wave; whereas iil the steady wave it is absent in
some mixtures (or in any case not observed). The ex–
tinction of the detonation wave in passing through a layer
of an inert gas or an electric or magnetic field also re—
fers only to a wave with a lfspiralfr structure.

In the tests of llr~tolt(reference 62) and our
(reference 55) spin was

owrl
almost always observecl in mixtures

near the detonation limits (including hydro~en r.ixtures) ,
that is, ~JJherese].f-i~r.iiion in the detonation wave oc--
curs with maximum possible lag and vanishes as this lag iS
reduced by adding, for example, hydrogen to mixtures of
carbon monoxide.

Attempts at a theoretical analysis of the phen.omciloil
of detonation spin (references 63 and 64) so far have only
a qualitative character ar.d lead practically to the es—
tablishing of a periodic self–ignition in the shock wave
with a certain lag lut in no way explain the occurrence of
rotation of the detonation wave front.

We may note, finally, that the propagation of detona–
tion waves in solid explosive substances likewise gives a
spiral trace (reference 65) explained ‘oyiiura,our (refer-
ence 66) as due to the occurrence in the gas at supersonic
speeds of periodic alterr.ations of compression and rare-
faction.

Detonation in the internal combustion engine.— The———..—_.__—.— ______———— -——_———_ ———
application in our laboratories of the high-speed photo-
graphic method to the investigation of combustioil in the
engine has led to the establishment of a fundamentally im—
portant fact, namely, the formation in the engine under
kilockiilg conditions of an explosion wave with all its char-
acteristic properties (reference 42). With this was con-
cluded a certain stage in the investigation over many years
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of the nature of detonation in the engine and again the
question was raised as to the mechanism of its occurrence.
At the sane time our tests led to a number of new attempts
at treatment of the detonating combustioil in the engine
such that it would not .be necessary to identify such com—
lmstion with an explosion wave. In describing detonation
waves large use is .nade of the tests of ilithrow and Rassweiler
with their high—speed camera recordings.

Tigure 31 shows six series of photographs obtair.ed on
a detonating test engine (see fig. 17) starting from the
instant directly preceding the detonating explosion. 7Jp to
this instant the flame propagation in no way differs from
the normal regime of the engine. The a~thors note as a
characteristic property of detonating combustion the appear—
ante of a flane center (or centers) ahead of the prinary
flaue front indicating self–ignition in the last- part of
the charge. On this basis it is stated that ‘lknock is
certainly not the result of a sudden increase in the veloc—
ity of propagation ahead of the flanen but is the almost
instantaneous propagation of the flame fron the self-igni—
tion center. Finally, ii is remarked that the “detonating
self—ignition” of the last part of the charge leads to a
sharply accelerated motion of the gas in the main part of
the combustion chamber and directed toward the spark plug.

Just what is new iilthese observations? !They show
first of all that the flame under knock conditions envelopes
the last part 01- the charge for a time less than the in–
tei-val between two successive exposures (2° rotation of
the crankshaft, corresponding at 900 rpm to 1/2700 see).
This can give only a lower limit of the velocity of flame
pi”opagatior. in knock, namely, that it is above 180 meters
per second. At the same time our ~~easurements conducted at
considerably higher i-ecording velocity (accurate to O.1°
of shaft rotation) give the true magnitude of this velocity
as 2000 meters per secoild.

As regards the place of origin of the detonation our
recordings (fig. 32) likewise show with great clearness
that self–igilition often accompanies detonation waves prop-
gated at a smali -relocity. The detonation wave may arise
sirnultaileously both- fron the primary flame front and from
the secondary formed during self—i~nition. (See fig. 32C.)
Finally of special importance is our observation that at
relatively early self—ignition the occurrence of detonation
generally becomes impossible.
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In 1938 Laffitte (reference 67) proposed a new de-.–
script-ion of detofi-sting combustion in the engine (to ex—

‘plain the wave velocities obtained by us) on the, basis
of his analogy with the phenomenon of llflame rejection.”
By exploding a detonating mixture of butane or acetylene
with oxygen in a glass tube separated from another open
tube by a thin celophane diaphragm Laffitte obtained
photographs similar to those shown in figure 33.

Fundamentally these are the usual photographs of det–
onation waves arising as a result of a predetonation travel
of the flame (see b“elow) and sharply differ from the photo-
graphs of detonating combustion in the engine where the
sudden formation of detonation waves is characteristic.
Laffitte, however, calls attention to the fact that here
self—ignition arises at the place of the celopha,ne rupture
(which fact as we have seen indicates a special structure
of the explosion wave) and that the propagation of the
flame with the detonation velocity (1700 to 1900 m/see)
takes place in the second, open tube (in a small part of it)
in the gas imr,ediately after the diaphragm rupture. An
analogous flame ejection with increased velocity occurs acc-
ording to Laffitte also in the engine from the self—igni—
tion centers forming the so–called “dissociating detonation”
(a term of Jouget identical with the concept of a finite
interval between the shock wave and combustion wave fronts
(reference 67a).

The IItheoryll of Laffitte widely acclaimed in 3’rance*
in no way offers anything ne~T as to the nature of detonat-
ing explosion in the engine as announced by the author but
only repeats the conclusions of Withrow and Rassweiler re-
garding the position of origin of detonation, making use
of an entirely arbitrary analogy between combustion in the
engine and in tubes.

Tinally Breeze (reference 68) (director of the experi-
mental station at Delft) proposes still another explanation
of our tests as schematically presented in figure 34a.
This author writes: IIlfhenthe ~econdary flame (from self-
ignition at centers 4t05) is propagated from the lateral
part of the chamber its front may cut out a narrow field
of view in the window under a certain angle so that the
measurement of the velocity as presented by Sokolik and
Voynov is incorrect.n

*See the article in Nouvelles de la chimie, March 1939,
no. 51.
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This curious interpretation of our photograph records
is partly due to an insufficient study of them for other—
wise the author l:~ouldolserve also tlhe occurrence of a ltre-
t.onation’r wave (see fige Z4b) which cannot be explained as
an optical illusion, and partly to a strange assumption
that in all the tests the secondary flame front by chance
passes through the field of view always under the same
angle corresponding to the detonation velocity. I?inally
the explanation of Breeze is conveniently silent regarding
the source of formation of reflected shock waves which, as
we have shown, are formed by the detonating and resonating
waves and a long time after the end of combustion are still
propagated in the cylinder with supersonic velocities.

Thus our test results indicating the formation in the
knocking engine of an explosion wave are in no way shaken
by the succeeding investigations and as before must lie at
the basis of modern concepts as to the nature of detonation
in the engine.

How then is the mechanism of detonation in the engine
to be picturedl It is necessary first of all to note par—
titularly the -principal differences in the processes of
forriiation of cletonation vaves in oxygen mixtures in the
tube and in the engine. In the first case a shock wave
arises through the accumulation of successive compression
waves . This process, theoretically described by Jouget
(reference 53) and Becker (reference 69), was experimentally
repi-educed by Payman (reference 70) with the aid of the
Toepler method permitting the observation of compression in
the gas after the passage of a compression wave -(making use
of the change in optical density of the medium) ,

‘The i~hotograph recordings in figure 35 show that the
detonation wave in tubes arises at the place where a series
of compression waves unite and as a result of the flame
dispersal in the pred-etonation period. That another source
must be assumed for the formation of a shock wave in the
engine follows from the fact that the propagation of the
flame before the occurrence of the detonation in this case
in :1o vay differs from the combustion under normal engine
conditions and, as shown by our photograj)h records, and
those of Uithrow and Rassweiler, the propagation takes place
at a small velocity (15 to 20 m/see). This and a num”oer of
other considerations* forces us to the conclusion that the

*See my article in Progress in Chemistry (USSR), 7, 9’76,
1538.
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formation of the explosion wave in the engiile is entirely
conditioned by a preinfl-ammation oxidizing process in the
last ~art of the charge.

Without going into the chemistry of this process, we
may remark merely that it is analogous to the preinflamma—
tion processes which take place in the first stage of the
induction period in the self-ignition of hydrocarbons in
the low-temperature zone (see fig. 7) and which consist
essentially in the accumulation of critical concentrations
of the active products of the intermediate oxidations (per-
oxides) . It must be assumed that these products are not
uniformly distributed over the entire volume of the last
part of the charge but, as always occurs in preignition
oxidations, are localized in individual portions of it.
The inflammation of these centers with critical concentra-
tions of peroxides by the flame front tongues should occur
I,ritha limiting short la~ and with the formation of a local
sharp pressure rise. This is the shock wave initiating
the explosion wave in the remaining part of the charge.

This mechanism of the formation of the shock ancl tlet-
onatiou waves in the engine differs from the “nuclear!’
theory of detonatioil recently proposed by Serruys (refer–
ence 71) in this essential respect , namely, that the latter
theory considers the formation of the shock wave as an im–
mecliate result of the inflammation of individual centers
(nuclei) due to their heating, an assumption which, as we
have seen, contradicts direct observations.

The proioosed explar.ation leads to the interesting con-
clusion that one of the effective methods. of suppressing
detonation i:lthe engine may be an intensive mixing of the
last part of the charge thus preventing the formation of
local centers with high concentration of peroxides. This
is possi%ly the explanation of the notable antidetonating
properties of the combustion chamber construction of Serruys
shown in figure 36. The concentric grooves, “from this
point of view, not so much increase the cooling of the last
part of the charge (to which Serruys b.imself ascribes the
antidetonating effect ) as’make possible a t~~rbulence and
mixing of t.Qc.Q-charge thus rendering difficult the formation
in the chamber of ‘detonating inflammation.ll

Translation by S. Reiss,
national Advisory Committee .
for Aeronautics.
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Figurel.- Self-ignition in an ad-
iabatic bomb (Dickson and Bradshaw).

Figure 4.- Sketch Of ap-
paratus for

the investigation of
self-ignition.

prechamber;
bomb;
quick-action valve;
window for visual
observation;
diaphram manometer.

Figure 2.- Derivation of
the limiting

conditions of self-ignition
(8emenoff) .

Figure 3.- Limits of the
region of self-

ignition of hydrocarbons
within a large pressure
interval. The dotted lines
(T) denote the limits ac-
cording to Townend.
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Figure 5.- Examplesof pressurerecordingsduring
self-ignition.
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Figure6.- Differentialop-
ticalmwiometer

for the studyof the kinet-
ios o% the explosionproc-
cess(designof A. N. Voynov
and A. 1. Bikov).

clifferentid.Figure7.- Pressurediagramobtainedwith the aid of the
indioatorfor the self-ignitionof heptane(testsof Kravete

and Yantovsky).1, 00M flame;2, hot flme.
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Figure 12.-

Figure 11.- Explosionof coal dust in a mine

cloud: bott
opening. Top- ejection of
om- flame front.

Figure 14.- Soap bubb
in which

flame propagationat
constantpressure is
observed.

dust

le

Series of instantaneous +

photographs of flame =
in tubes (Coward and Hartwell).-~

H

mm!! !
Figure 13.- Increase in “

cone area of ~
the flame on lowering
the normal combustion
velocity (Chitrin).

Figure 15.- Instantaneous
photographs

of a sphericalflame front
for combustionin a soap
bubble (Fiock and Marvin).
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Figure 16.= Flame Fi&re 17.- Head of a single-

propagation
I cylinder engine I

in a soap bubble developed
with quartz top (Withrow and
Rqssweiler) 1. spark plugon a moving film (Stevens). ~ ~nt.e valve— .
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Figure 19.- Relation between
6Q - “ the increase in

pressure due to combustion (?)
‘u -i and the mass of burning charge

[
+); TI)C-top dead center
Withrow and Rassweiler).
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Fi$qme20.- Seriesof instantaneous

Figure21.- 8pectrum showing ~
the reversalof

the sodiumlineson gradually ~
increasingthe temperatureof H
the light source ~
(Withrowand Rassweiler). E:
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Figure 22.- Temperatureat various
parts of the charge for

normal and detonating combustion
in the engine (Withrowand Rassweiler) %

1. 10° after ignition, ~
2. 45° after ignition, .
3. 10° afteri~itiony
4. 35° afterignition. ~.

photographswith retarded :
luminosityfor the combustionof carbon monoxide

(Ellis and Wheeler). ~he figures under each picture denote the E
time from the instant of flash in thousandthsof a second.
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Fi@re 29.- lletma-
tion

spinin the mixture
2C0+ 02 (Boneand
Fraser).

Figure23.- Photographsof vibrationalcombustion
diagramfor the com-
tube (Cowardand

with the-pressure
bustionof methanein an open
Hartwell).

Figure27.- High-speedmirror G
arrangementof

H

Frasercamera. E
P
E

Figure28.- Photo-
graph

of explosion-wa~e
in the mixture
2C0+ 02 (Bone,
Fraserand Uheeler).

.



Figure 24.- Variationof the amplitudeof vibrationof the pressure
for variousdegree@of openingof the tube (Cowardand

Hartwell).Ap change in pressurein pounds per squareinch.
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Figure 30.- Detonation
spin in

the mixture 2COi- 02
obtained at high speed
(Bone, Fraser and
Wheeler).

-2s”Ak!ib’Ei&iik

‘mmmLiim3mm
Figure 31.- Series of instantaneous photographs of

(Wihthrow

W
-s I

“I “1

detonating combustionin the engine
and Rassweiler).

Figure 32.- Record of detonating combustion in the
engine (Sokolik and Voynov).

H- self-ignition ahead of the primary flame front.
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Figure 33.- Record of
flame

‘ejection“ in a mix-
ture of butane and
oxygen (Laffitte).
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Figure 34.- a, possible
explanation

of Sokolik and VOPOV>

side centers of inflammation;
b, scheme of high speed photo-
graph record of detonation
wave in the engine
(Sokolik and VOYIAOV) ●

F, primary flame front;
D, detonationwave;
R, resonationwave;
C, reflected shock wave.

.
Figure 36.- Antidetonating

combustion
ohamber (Serruys).

Figure 35.- Recordingof flame (WW’r Picture)
and shock wave (lowerPicture)

during the formationof a dotonati~nwa=e in
mixturesof ethylenewith oxygen (Paymanand
Tltman) .
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